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Introduction: List of Dying Race

Includes all cases from whatever special cause - no account of causes.

2nd

Receptiveness of savage races for mortal illness, which arise spontaneously on the meeting of savage & civilized races.

This point gives a great number of accounts of spontaneous illnesses, & of the greater numbers of moderately hurtful European illnesses - It is them to account for this - is not that there is some Western influence emanating from the civilized races.
caused by their being shut up in ships etc but that we are all inoculated as it were, from our earliest childhood with the germs of all kinds of infectious disorders but that we partly by inheritance partly by use are able to forever these germs in a latent state. These same germs being quite able to infect savage races. The germs in proof of this that certain illness seem only to appear at certain intervals that the
vaccination act lasts a certain number of years, then wears out when we are again liable to the attack of the epidemics. (I suppose under certain conditions it can be said so.)

Because we have assimilated their nature to ours, i.e., they are not likely to recur in such cases.
3

Directly brought on diseases.

The same principle applies in infections & epidemics -

It directly brought on diseases.

The first introduction was the most violent, but they continued
to rage ferociously.

The worst of all the smallpox

It broke out in Mexico, 1520, by a slave, and the

caruia carried to a village where it

spread among the natives within

a short time.

With one exception, Dr. Jenner, that certain

Kaye says smallpox has killed

more than twice as many together

in America, at least 1/2 perhaps 3/4

of the Population.
According to Meinecke
small pox broke out spontane-
ously in New Holland

We now come to the original
savage illness of original races
an illness in New Zealand
before Cook, but illnesses are
still
a gall proven raped in Central
America every 100 years.

4) Treatment of the Sicknes in
Savage Races

All dangerous illnesses are made
worse by mis treatment
In America, steam baths
with cold washing directly after
may always kill the patients.
In Australia they only exercise
curd spirits, hence they suppose
the cause of all illness. They
pretend to draw a lot of dun
out of them. They kill the be=
witches & rob the bewitched with
his blood, or bleed away the magic.
They are clever in outside injuries
& serpent bites.
They are buried before they are dead
in Dijari so that they may be
like the living. In the New Hebrides,
they kill delirious patients so that
The mayor [and] others in 1
Indonesia is all taken for
work of demons, and they practice
worshiping such means. They

In Polynesia the sick are not cared
for. In New Guinea they had
the noes in the mouth of the sick
keep open to live. The local form.

only in New Zealand they
knew better how to manage—

They used hot springs, hot food,

In many of the kinds—In

When they had it wicked
take medicine but the
Pure clean surfaces.
The Mexicans are acquainted
with medicines, but put more
faith in magic. The drawings
out of the elms found in
Haiti & Brazil as well as
Australia. The Boto Indians in
alone use natural means.
 Bean baths all over America.
Real Doctors & magic doctors.
The Atlanteans consider it well as
the work of evil spirits - they
in the Antilles draw out the
Stone (or here bone) as in Central
America & Africa. They please
unsuccessful doctors.